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A wise woman‘s advice...

““There are things all around you to write about 
but you must understand how to find them. 

You must learn how to catch the sunbeam as 

it falls. You must learn how to use your eyes, 

your ears, say your prayers and for once in 

your life, stop thinking about yourself." (the 
wise old woman in Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tale “What 

one can invent”)
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Data context

What: CPI: Career Programme for

Immigrants

Where:    A capital city in Western Canada 

When: September to November 2009

(12 weeks of classroom instruction phase)
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The Data

Naturally occurring data: Audio recorded 

classroom interaction, lunchtime 

conversation

Elicited Data: Interviews, role plays

Methods of Data Collection:

� Participant observation 

� Interviews 
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Participants

STUDENTS

� 7 (3 F, 4 M, from Congo, Haiti, 
Palestine/Jordan, Northern India, Southern 
India, Bangladesh, Philippines)

� 25 to 45 years old, well educated

� Intermediate to advanced English proficiency

TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS

� 3 teachers (2 males, one female), all native 
speakers of English
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Meaning-making paradigms

� ‘Small Cultures’ (Holliday 1999)

� Communities of Practice (Lave & Wenger 

1991, Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992)

� Culture as an INTERactional Achievement

(Blommaert 1998, Roth & Roth 1999)
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Small Cultures Paradigm
(Holliday 1999)

�rejects the reification of culture that 
tends to emphasise stereotypical 
characteristics usually attached to 
nationalities and ethnic groups. 

�focus is on the emergence of group 
norms and practices. 
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Community of Practice
(Lave & Wenger 1991, Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992 )

“an aggregate of individuals of people who 
come together around mutual engagement 
in an endeavour...practices emerge in the 
course of this mutual endeavour (p.464)
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The INTER in intercultural communication

When members of different cultures meet, 
“all kinds of things happen in the 
interaction itself: adaptation is often 
mutual, people shift into a medium which 
is no one's property, cultural conventions 
get sacrificed in a split second while 
others are given overwhelming 
prominence, and so on.” (Blommaert 1998)
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Analytic Scaffolding

�Holmes & Marra (2004) Relational Work

�Aston (1993) Interlanguage of Comity

�Brown & Levinson (1987) Politeness 

Theory
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Overarching Question?

How do individuals 

from diverse cultural 

and linguistic 

backgrounds, using 

English as a common 

language, negotiate 

communication and 

establish relations?
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Preliminary Findings: 
Emerging communicative norms

• ‘Make do’ with what you have but be creative, e.g. 

creative use of repetition       

•Complete another’s turn to show collaboration

•Use humour (teasing) and elliptical language to 

soften criticism and negative feedback

•Give advise (work-related or otherwise) freely to 

show you care

•Apologise BIG time and praise the person you have 

offended someone. Humble yourself.
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Some examples from data: 
Make do with what you have, creative use of repetition

Philip No, we don’t celebrate 

thanksgiving on Monday. We 

celebrate on same date we 

arrived here in Canada. 

In Congo, it’s war, war, war. 

Everyday my family and me are 

worried – fear, fear, fear. Now 

it’s peaceful, no fear. Now what 

I need is job, job, job.
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48 Jinky I’m not being friendly or, am I being very  

friendly?

49 Vely yes you are VERY friendly

50Jinky   OK so I should sound =

51 Vely = yes! =

52 Jinky = more =

53 Rach =sarcastic!

54 Jinkee (giggles)

Some examples from data:
Collaborative turn completion
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Some examples from data:
“As if I am a criminal” (14 Sept, Extract 2)

businessman, yesElias12

Montreal, he was a businessman11

so it was an HONOUR crime (.) the man was from 

Afghanistan and came to 10

(.) three daughter and one(.) woman, so four (.)9

so what happened was the father agreed with his

son and his other boy to killPhil8

Ohhh! Elias7

they were KILLED (.) , so6

an accident, after investigation, they came to conclusion that5

at the beginning it was thought that it was4

because in July, this year,  the police 

found four women killed at the bottom of a small river,Phil3

yeah, i have one beautiful girl and four boys, fiveElias2

How how many kids you have?Phil1
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“As if I am a criminal” (14 Sept , Extract 2)

13 Phil so my question is, the father did that because the the one 

of the girl got a boyfriend and the other

14 a boyfriend and the other, the others wanted to live 

EXACTLY like Canadians

15 Greg Philip! Phil

16 Phil yeah, 

17 Greg time out! He doesn't have to answer this

18 Phil OK (laughs) because my questions was
19 Greg OK, you can go on but he doesn't have to answer

----

24 Phil how will you raise your children? What Palestinian values 

will you throw away

25 which one will you keep and so how will you handle that 

situation living in Canada and then raising a girl?
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“As if I am a criminal” (14 Sept , Extract 2)

(…)

43 Elias you started your question with a strange story as I AM a 

CRIMINAL! (…)

59 Elias but let me tell you, but for me I erm 

60 Phil yeah

61 Elias I like my daughter very much I like girls than boys

62 and that my kids feel jealous how I treat 

my only daughter,

ok come on Phil I'm not anymore your neighbour Elias36
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“As if I am a criminal” (14 Sept , Extract 2)

any religion, killing is a very, very big crime, 85

Afghanistan (…)80

Muslim or Islam or that fellow from 79

just make it clear, and for you, if you are talking about in general that Elias78
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Elias and Philip, same day, 
end of class...
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“As if I am a criminal” (14 Sept)

98 Phil So Elias, your English you speak very 

good English,  that's why your 

speaking is easy to listen.
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Elias and Philip...two days later
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I didn’t mean to hurt him (Sept 16, Extract 3)

4 Phil not a question, I need to say something

5 Greg I'm fine with that

6 Phil one day I was watching the movie on TV with my wife 

when she asked me if I died today, will you marry another woman?

7 All (subdued laughter)
8 Phil I say yes// she was sad so, cr:ying, so I felt strange so 

everybody knows what

9 happened at class I hurt Elias (???) right? So I apologize to    

everybody especially to

10 HIM so yesterday we had to had a talk just in private, between men 

I didn't mean to hurt him because I tell the story just 

11 to initiate (???) about how to raise our children (???) because 

someone please yesterday 

12 I apologizes we have to have talk, TODAY I do this I do it

13 again in front of class! So, he is my FRIEND. (laughs)
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Give me a little bit of latitude (Sept 30, Extract 4)

1 Greg just erm i think i rambled the last time and i 

apologize for that erm sometimes this stupid

erm i took some prednizone and prednizone

sometimes gives me mood swings and so last 

day i went home and erm i re-analyzed what i 

said and sometimes i say (.) you know and 

then i think whoaa did i say that you know so I 

do apologize

2 Ss (laughter)
3 Greg so you know if i threw something out there 

that erm was a little bit off, please give me a 

little bit of latitude
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Emerging Apology Norms

� Apologise profusely if you hurt someone’s feelings

� Apologise to everyone who’s present when the offensive 
act was committed.

� Give lengthy accounts, explanations.

� Anoint the face of the person you have offended, give  
compliment

� Express feelings.
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